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. , _;- · The public viewing aessiorw 1lill be held at pionio ~id:;~-~No. 16. 
· . ."Members are inVited to bring: their telescopes to tbNe •••lii!XII vhiob 

· are co-epotl8ored by the KCA. and Park board. Meet at the area· provided. 
near the Nature Center, o££ Glover Road in Rook Creek Park. ·Ir t» 
weather iB cloudy. the Nature .center Will be used . .., •an appropriate 
lecture or a planetariua show. '!'be d&tM and t~ are u :tollon 1 
June 2lat, 9 PH, July 19th, 9 PM. Augw~t 2)rd, 9 PM, Septenaber l)tli, 
8:)0 FM and Oct-ober 11th, 8:00 PM. ------

W«t(~~t~L ~Wtfl<'t'icn-An"""n~J; 
Members are reminded to prepare :for the Third Annual Aatoriom~rs 1 

Convention at Denver, Colorado, Aupt 20th through 2)rd. A _nu.-.ber o:t 
tours have been planned in the area, inclucling :tin installatiOIIII, such 
as the solar warning system, International UraogrBJil Union, MORAD~ .and. 
a special show at Gates Planetar:I.Wil; a high- altitude -star party with 
catered western dinner, etc. The headquarters vill be at the u. o:to·Den
ver and dor:nitories will be available !or family. uae with Mals •. :.Jra];r 
twentieth is the final date for acceptance o:r abatracta :for thoa:e ::who 
Wish to present them; 1.5 minutes allowed :for each presentaticn. .('ina~ 
will be available in the proceedings i:t you are not able to attend. 't 
Contact A.R. Gassman, Box 62,, Castle Rock, Colorado, 80104, for re·g;...~·· 
istration or information. 

Li bt'~!'Y, 
f'la "fa l robservatory 
washington 25, D.C. 
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Doctor Robart P'. Mueller, who will speak 
about Venus at the June meetingt comes to us 
from the Planetology branch at the Goddard 
St~ace center at Green~lt, Maryland. He holds 
a E.S. , and an M. S, degree in geology :from the 
University of Wisconsin. · In 1959 he received 
his Ph.D. from the University of Chica;Jo. 
From 19.59 through 1962 he conducted research 
at the University of California at San Diego. 
From 1.962 through 1967 he returned to the Uni
versity of Chicago. He has been at the Goddard 
Space Flight Center since 1967. His interest.&
li.e in the applications o:f thermodynamics and 
kinetics to geological and planetary problems. 
He is also interested in meteorites. He became' 
interested in the Venus problem in 1962 when 
the probe Mariner II was launched toward the 
planet. Presently he has authored 3.5 papers 
dealing with these subjects and geochemistrJ. 

The chemical evolution and present state o:f the planets ~ be regar
ded as resulting from the interplay of' thermodynamic and kinetic .factors. 
The relative importance of these factors d.if.fers greatly .from planet to 
planet. On cool planets. such as Earth and Mars~ the kinetic :factor is of 
overriding i:mportance so that the atmosphere of these planets are grossly 
out o£ equilibrium wi.th the minerals of the condensed spheres. On Earth, 
at least, this has had the interesting result of making possible the chem
ical nsuper-organization" we call life and which can exist only in the pro
tection of kinetic barriers. Venus, however, presents us With a different 
case. Since it :Is clear that the temperature of large parts of the atmos -
phere and surface of the planet ure high, it is likely that many chemical 
reactions will approach thermodynamic equilibrium on a geologic time seale. 
Indeed, the detailed chemical characteristies of' the planet, as reported by 
recent planetary probes strongly supports this idea. Thus, we are :faced with 
a planet with m~ proc~sses having the immediacy o:f laboratory experiments. 
Bec~e of the ei.milarlty of' the :sizes of Earth and Venus, it is likely-that 
the latter planet provides us with another 11earth experiment" run at a high
er temperature. This result has broad implications .for planetology a.'1d the 
future desigi:l c4 planetary probe experiments. 



C.AL..fN1'A" 
FRIDAY, J\Ule 6th, 1969 

Star party tor .hudora ot D.c., Prince Georges and Montgo•r.r 
Counties at Travilah Elementary School, Travileh and Dutie1' 
}lilli Ro~, Gaithersburgh, Maryland. For .further infomation 
please contHct Sheila Duck, 474-5'617. 

SATURDAY, Juno 7th, 15'69 
6d$ P.M. Dinner with the Speaker at Bassin 18 Reata.u%1Ult1 

14th and Pa. Avenue, N.W. No reservations are 
necessary. 

8:15 P.M. N.C.A. Meeting at the Department ot Co!'DI'nerce at 
llJ.th and E Street, N.W. Dr. Robert F .Mueller 
will speak on the origin of the atmoephere of 
Venus. The N.C.A. Science Fair Awards will be 
presented. 

Telescope maldng classes will be conducted at the .i~ 
lcr.il.n.- are.o~s at the given dates: 

'The Materials Center, Bladensburgh, Mar;rland. June 3rd 
10"...11, 17th and 24th from 7:30 to 10:00 P.M. by Ted Noble. 
::n.·ne "101-''21-2225. / 

rhe P~isade~ Community Center, Washington, D.C. June 
6th, 13th, 2oth and 27th from 7:30 to 10:00 P.M. by Jerry 
Schnall. Phone EM 2-8872, home; 557-3177, office. 

Lar:-~· \•Jhi'Le will conduct observations though the Five
inch Cl!'.I'ke refN.ctor at the Naval. Observatory from 9:00 
tilrc-ugh ll;.OO P.fd. on Fridn;yl'l the 13th and 27th of June. 
Su:·:mcr schedule for the 'scope as well as mirror-mak:lng and 
teleacope-making classes "'::.11 be distributed later this 
mor:ti:. 

;,.eMIV'tr's R.e1't~r"t-
Income 

nu, ..........•.... $53.75 
.3ale of :Bo_oi& ••••• •• f·50.00 
Handbooks, 5 ••.•.•• $ 5.QO 
Tillie Tables, J ••••• $. 1.20 
'l'ota1 Income ••.••• $109.95 
Balance 3/31/69 ••• $543.70 
Totil .............. $653.65 
leDs' Outgo •• ••• ••• $139.96 
Balance 4/30/69 ... $513.69 

·.'u.tgo 

Star Dust ••••••••••••••••• $20.10 
Sk;;r and Telescope •• , •••••• $13.)6 
Books (to be sold) •••••••• $60.00 
Astronomical League Dues •• $40.00 
Stamps (Tre<·surer) •••••••• $ 6.00 
Total Outgo •••••••••••••• $139.96 

Treasurer, Jerry Schnall 

'!o vh011. it UT concern:- having been ava,y intermittently, and now back 
at. work, I thouaht you ll1&ht be interested in one ot the talklll aind at the 
Urolpaoe Mtdi,cinl ••ting held d.urini the firat week of Mq. Probably the 
.a.t inter.ting talk vae: given by Dr. Courtland D. Perk::l.rul ot Princeton 
Un1nnity, the title of which was, "What Next After Apollo?"• 

Dr. Pei'ldne began by stating 1dlat · we all SW!Ipect as .tact-though rare
ly state--that the explorat!oo or space 1 the solar 111ystem1 the planet,:, and 
the MOOn 1a bued largely on the prestige gained--even though w have bene
fitted considerably' as a nation .fro• the ttchnical advances aucciated with 
this ... ·and that, at the present, we• are in competition with the Ru.ssiaM. 

Dneloping his th_, he etated that the next most l!bly goal. would be 
the uploration ot the solar eystem after the Apollo series ends. 0! all the 
planote, .Ka.rs would be the m021t likely target tor exploration, even though 
Jupite M¥ ...,n turn out to be the aost interesting planet in the long run. 
In the enwing exploration, both manned-and 8$pecia.J.ly, unma:aned-ve:bicles will 
be: neoeuary to ad.equlrlisly complete the exploration. He felt that as a 
~ult ot tbU, aevera.l areas vill necessarily undergo further deTelopment. 
These include propulsion, probably nuclear; the development or a permanent, 
l"NUppJ.7able spaca station; Qlld. advances in the maintenanCoo.f a stable~long 
term enYiroiUDGt tor JUn. Progress in these areas ~ be marlcadly slowed 
U' the pregram. tails to redefine its goals be£ore the protective Ullbrella 
or the .Apollo program 1.3 withdrawn. 

Supp~ing that Mars is the next goal after the moon, l!leveral. ::aajor new 
breakt.hrougbs will have to occur. At the present, using a lllini.mal e&·tergy 
trajectory, a round trip will take about 920 d~. The required change in 
velocity (AV) of 36,600 tt/sec, is barely within our present CBpabilities. 
It, instead, we wished to uae a minimal time trajectory with an elapsed "'time 
ot 360 daya, a£V or 761000 rt/sec would be needed, which is beyond our pres
ent capabil.ities. We can compare propulsion systena using the concept o! the 
specific inrpu.l3e (SE). The present liquid hydrogen--oxygen (L*O) system has 
a SE ot 42S .sec. This 'Will allow us to reach our moon and return, using a 
vehicle of seven ndllion lbs • Using a minimal energy trajectory to Mars 1 an 
orbiting system weighing one and one-hall' million lbs,. would be necessary or 
about seven Saturn V rockets to orbit the .ship. It, on the otlar hand, we 
could use a liquid-core nuclear propulsion sustem ve might have a SE in the 
order of 825' sec. This would enable W!l to use a ship weighing about 700,000 
poand:s and require only .five Saturn V rockets to orbit it. If the SE could 
be increased to 2000 seo.it would be possible for the ship to weigr. little 
enougb eo that it cou1d taka ott from earth, orbit, fly to Mars and return 
withou~ any other stops, and do it in a minimal time trajectory too.. Sadly 
we have nothing in this range and research in nuclear propuL<~ion is moving 
very slowly. With this and reuaable orbiting vehicles it may be possible to 
decre~e the cost of putting one poUDd in orbit from about ~1,000 to $10. 

The blpression given was not one of unrestrained optinrl..!!!In. I.t seems 
that it •an is to make himself at home in space, it will have to be econom
ically profitable for someone. '!he gods of science, astronomy, planetology, 
and other related space sciences .seem to be worshiped by few. while the bene
tits they reap are .soon forgotten or attributed to others • 

If anyone vould care to comment on this or others in this issue, we 
would appreciate your letters, .hopefull.y publishing representative anes next 
t:1-. in star nu.t. W• a:Lso hopefully will try to have at least on summer 
edition to act as a rally point for activities. We &im to please, but to do 
this we need more feedback than we are getting at present. 

fl.r;rt<Jr'k 
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From Tht-JUNtORS 
The Junior Division of the llCA hae: ·had -quite a successful year. '!'here 

are three regions of tho Junior Division which work both individually and 
as a group. The main project of the Juniors this year has been prepa r 1 n g 
for the total eclipse in March of 1970. 

One of the projects initiated by the Juniot'l!!l in preparation for the 
eclipse is the Hesaier Object Project. In order to be ready for the eclipse 
it was felt that we should get practice observing with our teleecooos and 
making drawings .and photographs of our o~servations. The Messier Objects 1 
would be a good thing to practice on. llost of these observations vill be 
done during the summer months when Sagittarius, l!lpeckled with nebulae, will 
be visible. Several drawings made during the winter and l!!lpring have been 
turned in. This project serves a two-fold purpose. It not only helps pre
pare the juniors for the upcor.dng eclipl!!le 1 but also provides Ul!!l with a nice 
set of drawingl!!l of the Messier Objects as they look through a typical ama• 
teur's telescope-. Since there does not seem to be BnY Messier 6atalog with 
such drawings, we are thinking of having our catalog published when it is 
eonpleted. . 

Much work has been done with sstrophotography this past year, with em
phasis on recent months on solar eclipse photography. Several of' the fall 
meetings of the PGC Juniors focused prin1arily on astrophotography. They dis
cussed different techniques and problems they had encountered. They then 
vent out and tried to apply what they had learned. '%his resulted in a nUll!.- . 
ber of good photographs. Some of the Va.··and Md.-D.C. Juniors have been do
ing some astrophotography on their own and have brought their resultstD .the 
meetings and have discussed them. 

The Juniors have had severe]. field trips this past year. The Junior 
Division 83 a group sponsored a buS trip to Philadelphia in April. The 
trip proved to be both en,1oyable and profitable. We visted Edmund Scient
ific Co., the Franklin Institute and the Fels Planetari.Ull\. Mr. George 
Hamilton, director of the pla:1o.k:.riu;·.:., gave us a private showing after the 
public showing. This trip realized a profit of about $80.' In February 
the 1-ld.-D.c. Juniors became more familiar with the a)Qr and learned about 
the co-ordinate system of the heavens when they went on a. trip to "\be 
Montgomery Junior College planatariwn. Ken Crowley, a Va. Junior, plan -
ned a very successful trip to the Naval Obeervatory, Were about ;30 mem
bers observed the moon and the Orion Nebula through the 26" retractor. In 
April, the PGCJuniors took a trip to the area Science Fair at th~ Uni -
varsity of Maryland. 

A small. group of about ten Junion have been gett:il'lg together quite 
regularly and trav•:llling out to the country where they hCV"e been doing 
deep-sky observing. A couple have observed over 100 Messier Object;., • 
Both the Hd.-D.G. and the PGC Juniore have done some solar observing at 
their reguaJ.r meetings. A group~observing session held by the Md.-D.c. 
Juniors this spring turned out to be such a success that they planned to 
hold two more along ld.th the PGC Junion. The first jof!lt effort wasn't 
cor.q>leted.because of clcuds~ the next is nclic£dct. .:.:or .Ju.'1.c O~il. Tbe Va. 
Juniors have been working on getting key passes to the five-inch Clarke 
en the grounds of the Naval Observatory. 

Darrel Freund, a PGC Junior, ha:~ done much research in locating a 
site for the 1970 eclipse. He travelled to Norfolk in September looking 
for possibli:! sites ner the center of the path of totality. He has been 
in contact with Mr. Russel Blake at the Chesapeake Planetarium, the head
quarters for the Astronomical League ::;;;)edition. Darrel hM a lirrt of 
several approved site.!;;, including schoo± grounds, school roof tops, N1.h 
sites, open .i.·.:.c:.t!~, etc. He also has many photos of the different sites 
and several maps showing their location and the path of totality. 

These are some or the things the NCA Juniors have been doing this 
past year and their plans for this summer. I .feel they have all found 
it quite enjoyable and educational. We are looking forward to the events 
sceduled for this swnmer and a successful yeQl' starting next September. 

6 Sheila M. Duck 

N.C-A, ,Aw11rd:s- ScJetu:-6FIIirWin1lers 
As a res\u.t of the recent Science Fair, six Sturlcni.4 o;er-e r.w~:rderl 

one year rree membershipl!l in the National Capital Astroooaers·. The 
winning ~ntries were selected by Bob Bolster, Bob McCracken, Ted Ncble, 
Jerry- Schnall, Larry White and Bill Winkler. They will be presented 
witb the memberships as well as certi.Cicataa at the June meeting on 
the 7th of June. During the meeting, the exhibits will be displayed 
for the members. The winners m-e: 

Princes Georges County 
Robert Pariseau - Senior Division 
Ronald Griese - Junior Division 

Diatrict of Columbia 
John Donovan - Junior Division 
John Cooturier - Junior Division, 2nd Place 

Fairfax - Prince William Count:ies 
Debbie Meloy* - Senior Division 
Robert McAnaw - Junior Division 

*M:UtB Meloy, having previously won a'1 !n,\ c-wa;:od, receives a com
mendation but not another mt::mbe_rsti.Tl_. 

:-_.AT.,M_.A~M£ETtfl/9-

5piaJ+ob~ _Muhiuti41J~,rib~~ 
Dr. John Eisele of the Naval Research Laboratory1s Cyclotron Branch, 

spoke on the basic principles of Celestial Orbits, mainly as applied to 
spacecraft. More than l!!Jixty brilliant line~awings were used to illm;;
trate the mathem&tics and results of orbits of bodies given Tarious kind 
of initial. launchings. It was pointed out that no single-stage vehicle 
without a restartable engine could be put into earth orbit. He empha:•dz
cd that efficiency is gained by launching in such a manner that the earth 
givee the vehicle an extra "kick" by its: rotation. An extensive question 
period followed and later Dr. EUiele joined some members for more abstract 
discussion at the Hot Shoppe. 

Susan K. Giesler; 

Robert J. Tremblay; 

1900 Izyt.tonsville ROad, Apt. 1005, Silver Spring, Md. 
20910, 588-2845, Regular membership. 

7hl8 Grumman Place, AlexM.dria, Virginia, 22306 
765-0962, Regular membership. 

Ellen Margaret Vartanoff; 6825 Wilson Lane, Bethesda, Maryland 200)4, 
365-3846, Junior membership. 
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1fUI MOr~Oit UFOs_, On-)f"~ Smrt-J5"'*s ,Atul )rtfde' 
Thrugh "to ~~e, UFOs ha.rd.:cy- roertt the dignity of inclusion in an astrcn:a;r. 

ical journal, even if anateur in standing, I would like to report !llrther 
on them, with your perm::l..s.sion. 

We might recall Einstein's reported aloofness tram the subject ("These. 
people have seen something: what it is I don 1t lmow and I'• not curioutl to 
know11 ). He was rwnored to have signed a petitt.c:m., with some 15 other sci• 
entists, as I recall, to protest, in the name of planetary diplomac;y and 
ordinary will to survive, the Air Force •s interterence with, and reported 
shooting at, such !'lying objects when they invaded "our" air space. 

There has been some reaction to my ref'erenee in previous eolUIIIIlS to what 
I flippantly called "wrong-way" satellites, one astronomer asserting· that 
there never has been 1IIJY 11wrong-way" !'Or satellit88, but that probably what 
have been observed are the boosters ot satellites, sugh aa the J)Uj:cOYerer , 
put into retrograde orbits with inclin&tiona of 120 to JP0°, i'rCJJl Cali
i'orn:i.a i:r: a ~mst·H.::.rcl orbit, to avoid 1-:-..nd. 

As we know, some reports do make exciting reading, especially when em• 
pellished a bit in popular, none-too-erudite magazines. And sa.a writers 
are known f'or their abllity to avoid letting the truth stand .between them 
and a good story. Nevertheless, whe.t:.her or not the article.'~'·Jnentioned last 
month was merely a f'abrication (which may have been at l.eW!It partly the caae) 
it did have some appeal to. the imagination, someuhat in the tradition of' 
Jules Verne and Jonathan Swi:f't. (I consider it poaaible, judging by reports, 
or I wouldn't have mentioned it.) 

Swift's apparently precognitive identiticU.:Lcm ot the satellites o!' 
Mars, brings us to Dr. John Eisele's revelation that Phobos and Deimos don 1t 
really travel in opposite directions, but, because of' the time di:f'!'erence 
brought about by "their di.f'f'erent altitudes and velocities in realtion to the 
rotation of the planet, would appear to do so :from the sur!'ace. "I would 
like to think that Swi.tt waa told this by the Martians," Dr. Eisele said1with 
a smile, !!J!U 

iii\!=' 
Also, oi'f the cuff, he reported seen an object about ten to !'if-

teen degrees in diameter in Barstow, Calii'ornia, one night at the end of' the 
academic year of 1964. It looked like the front end of an old-fashioned di
rigible, he said, with a nose light shining back over it. It travelled maj
estically towards the east and he doesn't think it could have been a la\Ulch 
from Van den burg AFB nor the exhaust coni'igul!ation o1' a rocket. Then sudden
ly it vanished, or perhaps the light went out, concealing it. 

Well, whether or not this stimulates any of you anateurs, senior or jun- . 
iors, to scan the skies nore perceptively, perhaps .with a moonwatch or other 
such project, it is hoped that the mystery might give more incentive, or the 
dos.i.l"a to ai"firnt or disprove the allegations of some writer that we have been 
under surveillance for many centuries, on the basis of whatever reports we 
have be.e·1 able to glean. 

And, as for the raised eyebrows of the more dignified scientific commun
it,y at tbe reference to UF0 1s, consider the usual reaction, some 15 or so years 
ago, to the ~ntion of space trav'O!l, ion engines or other such 11fantastic 

ootions", 4 Stt!-J'ttge-9-Books.~Arl:ides 
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Yru have urrtJ..l Janu .... ry, 15'7C, to see an-·artistic exhibit entitled, 11AStrono
llV 200 1ears AGO,u but doolt ,:l'.lt it. off; you nti.ght forget or ycu might want 
to see it again and bring freinds later. it's at the &nithstctlian•s uatimaJ. 
ttl.SWlll. o{' Histor,r and TechnolQSY" in the Filysical SCience L<Xlllge, r.min floor. 
ammer hcurs, throo.gh September: lOA.Z. to 9 l).r.:., seven days a we~. ( wr 
thallks to Mabel sterns -- D.N.) 
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ar the way, ast.rooanical space enthusiasts might be interested ~ & N.&.SJ. 
publicatioo1 J.StrmCil\1 in ~ace, NA.5.l sP-127, 4.$¢, by Newall ~th and 
Reman Hueller; Iibr. of Ccngre~s, 66~193; call munber, QP/l;JS.j_~Jij7 • .And 
for· those intereSted· in a bock en UFCB "Which aeBDS to do the leaBt vi
olence to scientific orthod.CJ:Jcy", I wruJ.d like to recaanend 1'1d:entil1ed 
Fl;y.!.ng Saucers, n by nobert Loi'tin. 

nr. Eisele recQiilleD.ds these st&ndard works a lf!'he ~rmcmical. Universe, 
a college text revised in 1962 (l-1acHillan); "Principles of J.Btrcnaqy, 
by stanley Wy"att (jJjyn Bacon); "Elcplora.ticn of the tmvera., ~ George 
.Abell ( Halt, Rinehart and Wi.nstcn); also, ot;to struve• s J.stl"alc:tzy' a! the 
20th Cerli.ury, written with Volta. Zebergs (l·iacJ1illan). J]r. Ei..sel.e'S ow:n 
_bode shculd be mentioneda .lStroctrnamics, docke~ Satellites and ~ape 
Travel. (Natd.maJ. Eoc:k Co. of .&merica). - v:N'~ 

J. recent report, Fcurth ~ternationaJ. ~os:tum en Dioast.r~cs and 
the Exploratim of ~ace, edited by Charles n. Roadman, lbbe..-tus stzughold 
and Raland Eo Hici1ell, and SflCCSO!'Qd by the um·, Aeros?ace l§eC.ical. Di.v
isi.cn, Brocils JFB, ia quite interesting. It contains IlUIIlY articles re
la.ting to the practical business of space exploratim as well as several 
articles on orbiting OOservatories and the like. '!'he syDpositn f::-an which 
the mmograph was published was held in November 1968. Qiiher than in tle 
Library of Ccngress, cq.ies can be obtaned thrrugh1 Chief, Iqut Sectioo, 
CFSTI, Sills B.tilding1 $28.5 Port Royal. £toad, ~rlngf'ield, Va. 22151. J'.t. 

Scme articles foond in recent publicatimss 
SCientific American; January 1969; •1M runt iti.lscn and PalatW.r Cbservatories 1 

Seyfert Galaxies,• by Ray J. Weymann. 
December 1968; 11 Radio Signals f;·an Ity~l Radicals" 

by .Alan u. Barret • 
november 19G8; ".A..--tificial fl.ama. Cla.uis in :~ace", by 

Gerhard Haerendel and Reimar lust. 

SCiencet Harch 1969; II cpticaJ. Studies af Pulsar XP Q.5JJ, b}- J .G. ])J.tbie ; 
Planetary probes: ori;;i.n of ast::~ospi1ere on Venus, "tJ:.- .?..F. Mueller 
ofi!.!Si; 

14 March, 1969: "Vetru.s Clruds; Tests for !{Y'drocarlx:ns; Vellk:C1'15k;r re
i'uted; 

28 l~arch 1969 1 a discD.ssi on of venus probes by Carl Sagan :.n which 
he coo.cJudes, 'lfhe strictures of life at the very lloles :na1 be sigh-t)¥ re
laxed. 11 'J.l(. 

Swe astrologers, basing their asaunptd.cn en old book&,t 5lq. .Vtl. lire li-p,Jig 
nOW" in the Jquarian age. .And ~em astrmcners, i'or P.r-•• ~·~·#.&l_.~Ual:a,_ "<;: 

have fixed the vemal point at O"' in J,ries, preserving ~~e co~~ .. -~tu~,.;. 1, 
ti.ca that prevailed ·in the Greek epoch. Illt are we re_~_li1iJi&.in. an-
CJt,her period? Has the true vernal. point maved into,an;~th~· :~~-~~a- ··.::~r· 
ti.cn, perhaps beymd these? Best answer 1li.ll be pp.~~~:l h~···. Send. · 
them to the B:litors, star DJ.st, 122$ Q.tincy st. N.E~, wash.-:oo,; 200l.T'Jl,V..' 
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This talk to be presented by President George E. Gould of NCA, before the Middle 
Atlantic Regional Meeting of the Astronomical League, at Bethlehem, Penna., June 14th, 
1969. Your Editor hopes that many NCA members will make this important meeting. 

The Astronomical Proof of the Error in Einstein's Special Theory of Relativity 
c 1969 By George E. Gould 

Einstein stated (The Meaning of Relativity,l954 ed.)pps.ZS,Z6), That if (1) Time, (2.) Length 
is absolute, and inertial systems K, K' are parallel, then problems encountered .in Special 
Relativity are solved in ordinary Pre-Relativistic physics, using the Gallilean transforma
tions, which are in his words CO-Variant. Einstein used ordinary Euclidean parallel lines. 

Einstein also stated, That certain conditions of motions of Stars and Planetary bodies 
approaching the speed of light are continuations of the Invariant Electromagnetic and 
Electrostatic formulas of Clerk Maxwell and Lorentz. 

Using Einstein's own description of how the problem could be solved using ordinary Pre
Relativistic Newtoniiln Celestial Mechanics, I have devised a model using clocks (stars) 
moving on parallel ti~s constructed within the framework of Non-Euclidean Hyperbolic 
Geometry. Inertial system K represents a spacial curve of a Tractrix (Newton's Calculus) 
and my discovery cl the Folded Tractrix designated as inertial system K'. I demonstrate 
the analogy of the r::o"ring clocks and Retrograde Motion of Mars to explain my concepts 
of the solution of cel-estial bodies in motion involved in Special Relativity. 

E._-1._ 

I claim that in Hyperbolic Geometry, Negative Curvatu.re is CO-Variant not Invariant, and 
a Negative Curve t. always in the form of a Tractrix and when revolved in a plane of revo
lution is Asymmetrical not symmetrical. Maxwell's and ·Lorentz' transformations do not 
allow for.thh pert~.r.rbation in orbit and do not therefore contain any values for such observ-· 
ed perturbations in curves in spac~al orbits and are therefore incorrect. 

r:wT"ON'S 17JO:LTT~M·WS .MODa.. OF 
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In 1856 Clerk Maxwell made his famous hypothesis "of electromagnetic forces. But he didn't 
know what form it would take. Thirty two years later, Hertz discovered and published his 
wave theory. But nei=her Hertz nor any other scientific investigator bas published any 
paper to date sbow1ng the analysis of using the Folded Tractrix to explain the perturbations 
of electromagnetic and electrostatic lines of force in the phase changes in these lines of 
force. I have discovered by observations(of magnetic lines of force) of an ordinary horse
shoe magnet, that a shift of 90° of holding the magnet in relation to a plane sbeet,upon 

-which iron filings as:a:~:tme the magnetic lines of force of equal and unequal values. The 
Invariant traneformatiorus do not provide values in these formulas to compensate for these 
disturbances or perturbations. I claim the discovery of the CO-Variancy of electromagnetic 
and electrostatic linea of force in phase changes by transmitting and receiving bodies. 
These phase changes reach a maximum, in a 90° plane of revolution, which always takes 
the form of anAsynunetrical plane of revolution. This means that there is always a bending 
or CO-Variancy coad~ion existing and not an Invariant transformation that Einstein claimed 
as a basis of his Special Theory of Relativity. fO 

Gould's Proof~ The following model is offered. 

For parallel lines in inertial systems K.K'; I use the Tractrix K, and my discovery of the 
Folded Tractrix as K'; both of these spacial curves are parallel to the asymptote X and 
are therefore parallel to each otle r. See Newton's and Beltrami's models. Einstein said 
that space is a continuum, and he called it ''Hyper Space'', and alluded to its negative curv
atures. He admitted however, that he didn't know what it mi!i;bt look like, or the particular ' 
form it occupied. I claim that space could be Eliptical (positive), Hyperbolic (negative) or 
a combination of both curvatures. I further claim that the three eve:::~ts Einstein postulated 
as events o,l,Z are the minimum points in space lying on a plane intersecting curved space. 
This would be the only way that a Euclidean Plane could solve the problem of time in_ 
space. However the purpose of this paper is to demonstrate that Time is t;~ot the fourth 
dimension but may be the 7th or even larger dimension, becausei claim the 4th dimension 
is the limit of Negative Infinity, the 5th dimension is the perturbation of the Folded Trad:rix 
and the 6th dimension is the perturbation of a positive curve thoit is an exponential in 

characteristic. 

·' 
In Fig. 8 a,b,c, the spacial curvature of the Folded Tractrix is similar to half of the 
apparent retrograde motion orbit of Mars, as we would envision it in space. In Fig.9a,b,c, 
I place on each Tractrix, K, K•, one set of clocks.( stars) The position of each clock on 
both inertial systems is so that beta and gamma lie equally distant from the zero end of 
the Tractrix K and the Folded Tracti:-ix K'; and in a similar manner clocks alpha and 
delta are placed equidistant from the previous clocks on their respective inertial systems. 

Both sets of clocks (stars) move in a uniform motion towards the exponential end trying to 
reach their common asymptote X, and thereby demonstrate ordinary Newtonian Celestial 
Mechanics. Examination of Events O,l,Z show that four different observers in space will 
observe four different conjunctions simultaneously. In event Z (time2.) Observer D observes 
the conjunction of two clocks but doesn't kmw that the conjunction of gamma and delta lie 
within One Inertial System K'. For an interesting analogy suppose that the two inertial 
systeni.s started out as a single Tractrix in the vertical position. Now both sets of clocks 
would appear as only two clocks on a single space curve. But the time space dimension 
causes one Tractrix (the Folded Tractrix) to move to the position of a 90° phase change. 
We would then be observing the length of the Tractrixes remaining constant,(4th dimension), 
The bending of the Folded Tractrix because the zero end must always be touching a zero 
curvature plane, (and a.ccording to Gaussian theory, the ze.ro plane would be a cylinder). 
It must also bend because it is confined in a constricting area. This then is the 5th dimens
ion. Both of these dimensions are taking place during the concept of world time change of 
the continuum. I have however placed the distortion of a positive curve as the 6th dimension 
so that time can be viewed simultaneously with these perturbations taking place. 
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